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Although I entered the world of consumer insights through my training as
a statistician, what made me fall in love with our field wasn't the numbers it was the humanity and psychology inherent in the discipline.
I remember my first ethnographic adventure, a trip to San Francisco to
study media consumers. I walked into one woman's apartment, with its
Victorian exterior and characteristic row home bay windows. But I didn't
feel charm; I felt claustrophobia. Stacks of newspapers and magazines
covered the coffee table. Videocassettes were piled up on the TV stand. A
waterproof radio hung on the showerhead. This woman didn't love media;
rather, she lived media. We would learn that just as I felt overwhelmed by
her media clutter, she felt overwhelmed by a need to read, listen, and watch
everything, in order to be informed. Statistics told us she was a voracious
consumer; ethnography told us she was exhausted by that.
As we run cluster models to identify segments and define target customers,
it's important not to shortchange this deeper journey into the human
psyche and lived experience in order to understand audiences. And we can
learn much about depicting that journey from those outside our field. My
favorite ethnographer these days is Brandon Stanton, founder of Humans
of New York, or "HONY" as fans call it. By his own accounts, Brandon would
say that he simply started out as a photographer. But his accumulation of
nearly 18 million Facebook fans suggests he's tapped into something deeper.
What makes his accounts compelling isn't simply the beautifully shot and
well-curated visuals, it's the narrative that accompanies those visuals. With
only one image and two or three paragraphs, Brandon can inspire empathy
for the underlying struggles of a Brazilian street criminal, or elation over
the reconciliation of estranged family members. His profiles elicit emotion laughter, tears, gasps. Readers feel the joy and pain of these experiences.
I think about that a lot when I'm doing audience research. A data point can
help us establish the magnitude or behavior of an audience, but it doesn't
help us connect to the humanity - the piece that tells us why.
Understanding a customer or an audience member means taking time to
learn who they are as a person, and how their experiences have defined
them - only then can we build products and services that resonate.
RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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THE MEANING BEHIND BEHAVIOR
BUILDING EMPATHY INTO YOUR AUDIENCE PERSONAS
KERRY EDELSTEIN
President and Founder, Research Narrative
Every now and then, I get into my husband Casey's car
and find a Taco Bell wrapper on the passenger seat. It's
always Taco Bell, never McDonald's or Bojangles or
Chik-fil-A or any of the other fast food places he could
drive through, near our home. It's also never Del Taco, or
even Chipotle, which is right around the corner. I've
asked him about it a few times - why Taco Bell? For
years, he simply answered, "Because I like it!"
Casey (pictured above), the head chef of our household,
will also tell you that after living in Los Angeles for a
decade, he loves authentic Mexican food. So I've never
really believed that he goes to Taco Bell because he likes
the food. But it didn't seem that important, so I never
pushed it.
Then one evening, we were watching an episode of This
Is Us, where Randall travels to New Orleans to learn
about his birth mother.

Casey lost his mom at a young age to cancer, and this
narrative of connecting to your mother's past resonated
with him. He began relaying a story to me about how
after his mom died, his aunt used to pick him up each
weekend to go see his grandma. And they always stopped
at Taco Bell. "That's why I like Taco Bell so much," he
explained.
There it was. This whole time, his curious fast food habit
was about nostalgia and connection to family. The food
was incidental.
Ask yourself: How would your past research have
profiled Casey? Is he a middle-aged white guy who needs
a meal on-the-go while he commutes? Or would your
research have unearthed a loving son and nephew
looking for a connection to family? Because only one of
those is why he picked Taco Bell.

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM

KNOW
YOUR
AUDIENCE
THE RESEARCH NARRATIVE
AUDIENCE TOOKLIT
Maybe your audience is in front of a TV.
Maybe they're in a theater. Maybe they're
listening with earbuds, or watching on a
mobile screen. Maybe you use "audience" to
refer to the target market you're looking to
reach in advertising to prospective
customers. Maybe it's even all of the above.
However your organization defines
"audience," our suite of audience research
services is designed to help you identify and
profile audiences, understand them in a
holistic way, and delight them with your
products and content.
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TARGET CUSTOMER
DEFINITION
From early adopter to ideal customer, define your target market(s)

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR A TARGET
CUSTOMER
DEFINITION STUDY

WHAT IS IT:
Defining who is most receptive to a
product or service (including a TV
show or movie) you offer - and why.

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
Everything isn't for everyone. And
assuming "one size fits all" is a great
way to make one size fit nobody.
Your ideal target customer might not be
who you expected - and might include
some cohorts you hadn't considered.

You're launching a new product
(including a new TV show or
other media property)

 n unexpected audience finds
A
value in what you offer - and
you're not sure why

Rolling out a new product,
service, or media property to
everyone is simply cost
prohibitive - you need greater
focus in order to market and
distribute effectively to those
who are most interested

And remember, early adopters and
later adopters might not look exactly
the same. It's important to understand
how they're different and how
marketing efforts might need to evolve
over time.

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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TARGET CUSTOMER
DEFINITION

7

OUR ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK:
EVALUATE THE APPEAL
Who likes what you have to offer? Is it a
homogenous group, or are there multiple
distinct cohorts? If you're rolling out a
product or service in phases, who likes
what you have initially (early adopters)
and who will wait for the later versions
(mid to late adopters)? How are those
groups different from one another?

UNDERSTAND THE
UNDERLYING REASONS
What’s driving that appeal, for each
interested cohort? Can you live up to
those expectations? Which ones?

HIGHLIGHT UNIQUE
NEEDS AND DESIRES
What are the distinct needs and
product/brand expectations of different
cohorts?

SPOTLIGHT THE PATH
What actions can you take, for each relevant
cohort? Which are most well aligned with
your existing business operations and
priorities? Which actions do you already have
the staffing in place toEact
X upon?
A M PAsLaEresult,
which audiences represent the best focal
METHODS
point?

EXAMPLE METHODS
Focus groups or peer sessions with different
cohorts, to understand their unique
expectations and reactions
Behavioral analytics review to understand the
activities of the existing customer base, e.g. who
views entire episodes vs. drops off, who engages
with and/or shares social content, etc.
In-depth-interviews or ethnographies to
explore lifestyles and understand differences
vs. similarities across target cohorts
Online survey with behavioral and
demographic overlay, to understand the
reactions and expectations of different target
audiences, at scale

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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DEFINING SEGMENTS

What Type of
Segmentation Is Right for
Your Organization?
Who are you, and why do (or could) you love us?
It’s a question that marketers often want to understand about their
customers. Who are those customers? What are the different types of
customers? And what makes them tick?
Segmentation is one of the buzziest methodologies in research – and it’s
also one of the trickiest. To begin, there are many types of segmentation
– demographic, life stage, behavioral, and attitudinal (aka
“psychographic” or “mental models”) are just a few that we regularly
encounter. How can you best serve your stakeholders with customer or
audience segmentation? What type of investment and planning does
that require? And how can you avoid overengineering segmentation
analysis and compromising actionability of the results?
To learn more about these types of considerations, check out our
podcast, "Getting the Most Out of Your Segmentation Study."
https://researchnarrative.com/thinkerry/getting-the-mostsegmentation/

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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EMBRACING MULTI-DIMENSIONALITY
We hear it all the time: “Millennials and Gen Z hate

We call this desire to categorize people into limited silos

being categorized.”

“The Breakfast Club Syndrome.” It’s a behavior that Gen
Xers & Boomers are highly guilty of perpetuating, even

What we've learned at Research Narrative is that

as we wax nostalgic about the movie that reminded us

younger adult generations don't hate being categorized

that we hate being over-classified ourselves. Are you the

as much as they just don’t relate to the categories. We see

jock? The artist? The nerd? Or like our team, are you

this a lot in popular press – the fluidity of sexuality, of

perhaps a bit of all of the above?

gender, of identity. We’ve had the good fortune to work
on shows like Ru Paul’s Drag Race and Big Freedia, both

As John Hughes so brilliantly wrote 30+ years ago, “You

of which feature personalities who demonstrate that

see us as you want to see us, in the simplest terms, in the

even the simplest of binary categorizations are no longer

most convenient definitions.”

simple. (Both shows also reinforce the reality that when
you have talent and work ethic, fans really don’t care if

Simple, convenient classifications can be useful – they

you identify as male, female, neither, or both.)

make the complex palatable, they bring intricate
patterns into focus. But take it from this team of street

Of course, even as market researchers acknowledge the

dancing, playwriting, fashion-designing, 3D-printer-

emerging propensity to eschew categorization, we invest

building research nerds: sometimes over-classifying

research dollars in creating classifications. We do

people just makes us overlook the heart of who they are.

segmentation studies to label people. We build target
segments for marketing campaigns. We craft algorithms

No group is without multiple dimensions. No person is,

to classify people into like-minded attitudinal groups,

either. If it’s hard to figure out what a customer or

and cross-tabulate people into demographic and

audience is all about, if it takes time to figure out the

behavioral buckets. When research participants express

intersection(s) of their dimensionality, you’re doing

beliefs or behaviors that are perceivably complex or

something right. Figuring people out is hard. If it were

inconsistent, executives often think the research is

easy, there wouldn’t be an entire professional discipline

wrong, instead of remembering that people are

around understanding consumer behavior.

profoundly multi-dimensional.

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM

ATTITUDINAL
SEGMENTATION
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Understand the mental models and motivations of your audience

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR AN
ATTITUDINAL
SEGMENTATION

WHAT IS IT:
Often also called "motivational,"
"psychographic," or "mental model"
segmentation, attitudinal
segmentation is a way of classifying
like-minded cohorts based on common
attitudes and motivations that inform
their purchase and consumption
choices.

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
Underlying attitudes often inform the
decisions we make - and they're not
always observable on the surface. By
understanding how and why people
view the world and a particular
product category, we can better
develop products, services, and
marketing communications that align
with those underlying attitudes and
motives.

Demographic and behavioral
classifications of prospects don't
seem to predict adoption
behaviors
 ou want to better understand
Y
how your consumers think, in
order to design products that
speak to them
You need to understand the
mindsets of consumers so that
you can speak to them more
impactfully in promotional
messaging
You're attracting consumers
whose feedback exhibits a wide
range of needs, interests, and/or
mindsets; you want to be
strategic in serving those
distinct need states and mental
models

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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ATTITUDINAL
SEGMENTATION
OUR ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK:
SELF-IDENTITY
How do people describe and view themselves?

WORLD VIEW
ATTITUDES
What are their overarching viewpoints
on the world around them? How do
they interact with and perceive
society?

CATEGORY
ATTITUDES
How do they perceive the product
category you're in? What role does it
play in their lives? What has motivated
them to purchase in the past?

PERSONAL
MOTIVATIONS

DEMOGRAPHIC AND
BEHAVIORAL OVERLAY

What inspires them in their lives?
What are they passionate about? ARE
they passionate about life, or do they
take a more laissez-faire approach to
things?

Are there common demographic or behavioral
characteristics of key attitudinal segments? Who is
more favorable to your product and brand? Why?
What is missing for others?

EXAMPLE
METHODS

Qualitative exploration of ideals and motives
Online survey with cluster analysis of attitudes,
identity, and motivations (including an
algorithmic classification tool)
Ethnographic personification
Persona development and segment activation
RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM

AUDIENCE GROWTH
Create a strategy for short term and long term growth

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR AN
AUDIENCE GROWTH
STUDY

WHAT IS IT:
When growth is stagnant, and new
approaches are needed to increase
either your audience footprint or
the magnitude of consumption in
your existing audience, an audience
growth study helps identify the
ideal growth audiences and
strategies to engage them.

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
"If you build it they will come"
sounds like a wonderful aphorism,
but it's a bit of a myth when it
comes to growth strategy. It takes
planning and focus to understand
who the growth audience is, how to
find and engage them, and how to
retain them as loyal consumers.

Business grew organically for a
period of time, but has begun to
stagnate

 udiences/consumers are
A
churning, as new alternatives
become available or your
offering becomes less relevant

The demographics of your
prospective audience/customer
base are changing, and you
want to understand how the
priorities of these emerging
demographics might differ from
the past

You want to build your
audience / customer base
beyond the early adopter
foundation

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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AUDIENCE GROWTH

OUR ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK:
PRODUCT PRIORITIES
What matters to prospective consumers, and
how is that different from the existing base?

EXISTING PERCEPTIONS
How do prospective consumers view your
brand/service? What are the assets you can
better communicate, and hurdles you need to
address?

UNMET EXPECTATIONS
What expectations and desires in your
product category are currently not being
met? How can you serve those needs with
this growth audience?

UNIQUE CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
How is this growth audience different from the existing core customer or early adopter set demographically, motivationally, culturally, or behaviorally? What challenges will that
introduce to your organization, as you integrate them into your customer base? What
opportunities does it present?

EXAMPLE
METHODS

Focus groups or peer dyad/triad sessions integrating
reactions to current products, services (including
programming content) and marketing communications
Digital diaries to explore category behaviors and priorities
among existing vs. prospective audiences
Online survey with key drivers analysis to establish the
magnitude of different growth audience priorities,
compared to the current consumer base
RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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THREE STRATEGIES FOR
AUDIENCE ACTIVATION
The following type of scenario might sound familiar: You've conducted an extensive and well-designed study,
presented the insights to internal teams, and developed detailed & well-constructed target customer personas. And
then you hear it in a meeting: an interpretation of the target audience that bears little (or no) resemblance to any of
the research.
If you've experienced this circumstance, rest assured, you're not alone. Many of us in the consumer insights space
have a treasure chest full of war stories of customer mythologies we've heard spread in meeting rooms, hallways,
and even on-air. We ourselves have heard marketers assume that a customer in sweats and a messy bun who
works the night shift must be "poor" (she wasn't), and product developers pontificate that an upwardly mobile
architect couldn't possibly be living paycheck to paycheck (with a toddler at home and another child on the way,
he was). We've heard TV programmers talk pejoratively about their audience (curling up on the couch with
popcorn, wine, and the latest drama does not make one lazy or fat) or assume they're much savvier than they are
(being a Millennial doesn't inherently make you tech savvy).
Research doesn't exist in a void - even when the data highlights a clear profile or persona, characterizations based
on preconceived notions or past experiences can take on a life of their own. Below are a few tips for activating your
audience insights to mitigate that mythology and bring target customers to life in a way that honors them
truthfully, authentically, and with the respect customers deserve.

1

SHARE A STORY.
If we're to believe research, then we should believe all the research that indicates that people
remember a story more than a data point. Is someone really going to remember that a particular
segment "indexes 150" on, say, watching streaming services? Choose the story based on the index, and
then tell the story of the guy who pulled all-nighters binge-watching entire seasons of The Umbrella
Academy, The Mandalorian, and The Boys. Better yet, share a video of him telling the story himself.

2

MAKE IT INTERACTIVE.
Many of us remember better by doing, than by simply listening. Quizzes ("How well do you know your
fans?"), games, workshops, and Q&A sessions can create engagement and allow people to participate in the
learnings. Here's a fun one for a segmentation study - turn your algorithm into a quiz, and let employees
take it. Then, much like the results of a social media quiz asking, "Which Disney character are you?", tell
them which segment they are and why. And then discuss it as a team.

3

BRING DELIVERABLES TO LIFE. LITERALLY.
Nothing creates empathy more than living a customer's experience yourself. Bring customers to
life by going on their journeys with them. Virtual and live excursions can bring observers into the
daily lives of their customers, to see for themselves how a product or brand manifests (or doesn't)
with those customers. Likewise, live panels and town halls with customers can also bring
consumer testimonials direct to decision-makers. We often think of these sessions as being part of
our research methodologies, but a well-curated event can be an effective deliverable as well. And
even if you can't pull off an event (we know, scheduling can be the hardest part!), digital
ethnographies with video vignettes can allow your stakeholders to see and hear directly from
audiences and consumers themselves.

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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FOUR THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT STREAMING VIDEO AUDIENCES
The pandemic accelerated consumer
adoption of streaming video, across all
demographics.

15

But audiences are becoming confused by
the escalation of streaming video
options.

50%

73%

of Americans A18-54 are watching streaming video “a lot
more” since the pandemic began, compared to 4% “a lot less."

of subscribers to new SVOD services believe they started
subscribing to a service before it launched.

With movie theaters closed and people stuck at home during
2020, it’s no surprise that Americans are watching more
streaming video today than they were before the pandemic. What’s
interesting is that it’s mostly additional rather than replacement
viewing – audiences report watching just as much traditional TV as
they did before the pandemic, and men report watching more
broadcast & cable TV. As theaters and live entertainment reopen, will
streaming video be able to hold onto the momentum it built in 2020?

In a recent study of entertainment consumers, we asked people what
streaming services they subscribe to – and for how long they’ve
subscribed. A key thing we learned? Nearly three in four “subscribers”
to newer SVOD services like HBO Max, Peacock, or Discovery+
reported subscribing before that service even launched. Which begs
the question – do consumers even know what they’re paying for
anymore, or have we deluged them with so many options that they
can no longer keep it straight?

“Free” streaming video remains a hurdle.

Audiences are device universal.

35%

<50%
Other than YouTube, no AVOD service reaches even half
of Americans in a given month.

of audiences watched YouTube exclusively on their TV in the
past month. But another 35% watched exclusively on a mobile
device or computer!

We often say, consumers don’t care about “content being
on mobile," they care about “mobility of content.”
Audiences now consume previously mobile-exclusive
services through connected TV apps, and TV-centric services
on their mobile devices. The downfall of mobile-exclusive
services like Go90 and Quibi suggests that consumers no
longer have interest in (or perhaps patience for) services
that aren’t available everywhere, on every device. What
other audience expectations will emerge in the future?

The adoption of connected TV has brought us many
advertising-based (i.e. free) streaming services, like Roku
Channel, Tubi, Newsy, BuzzFeed, Crackle, and a free version of
Peacock. However, these AVOD services generally reach less
than half of Americans A18-54 each month. In fact, more
Americans paid for Netflix than watched any one of the
aforementioned free services in the past month. What will it
take for an AVOD service besides YouTube to break out from
the pack and compete successfully with SVOD for streaming
loyalty?

Interested to learn more about the future of media?
We're excited to introduce our partnership with InnovateMR to study trends and strategy in the entertainment
industry. For more information, contact Kerry Edelstein at kerry@researchnarrative.com.

+
RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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SCREEN TESTING
Learn what makes your story and characters connect with audiences

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR AN
AUDIENCE SCREEN
TEST

WHAT IS IT:
Sometimes also called a test
screening, pilot test, reel test, or
series maintenance, screen tests
capture the audience's reaction to a
story and its personalities, hosts,
and/or characters - whether a
podcast, news segment, online
video, TV show, or feature film.

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
Stories - unscripted, scripted, or
improvised - carry an emotional arc
that can either engage audiences or
leave them uninspired and bored.
When millions of dollars are on the
line for production costs, casting, or
media buying, it's critical to make
sure that the emotional arc
resonates with viewers.

You're launching a new TV
show, online video series,
podcast/radio show, or feature
film
 ou need to recast an existing
Y
series - either for a central
character/personality or a new
host
You're launching a new
branded entertainment or
video ad campaign that you
want to build into a lasting
asset with recognizable talent
You've had great success with
an existing series or franchise,
and want to explore new
storylines and/or "freshen it"
to remain relevant & engaging
for years to come

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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SCREEN TESTING

OUR ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK:
OVERALL APPEAL
Did viewers enjoy watching/listening? Is this a "must watch" story? How likely are they to
watch/listen in a real life environment, and to tell others about this series/film/story? Have
expectations been met for the content genre?

CONCEPT ENGAGEMENT
How well do audiences connect with the core
concept of your story? How well have you
delivered on the promise of this premise?

EMOTIONAL RESONANCE
Do audiences viscerally care about the stories,
characters, and for serial series, what happens
next? Did they laugh, cry, or otherwise react?

CHARACTERS AND
PERSONALITIES
Are viewers immediately attached to a central
character/personality? Which relationships
have immediate promise, and where do
audiences see those relationships heading?
Which side characters or personalities
resonate? For hosted programs, how engaging
and credible is each host? Do hosting teams
work well together, and how can the show
heighten team chemistry?

EXAMPLE
METHODS

PACING AND STORY ARC
Are audiences immediately hooked? How
well do they stay engaged throughout the
story/episode? Where do they lose interest,
and where are they most engaged? Did the
story ultimately deliver on its promise or
were audiences left feeling disappointed?
For ongoing series, what storylines would
interest audiences in the future?

DEMOGRAPHIC APPEAL
Does the story appeal to the intended target
audience? Are unexpected audiences
interested?

In-person screening with dial test integration and follow-up focus
group breakouts
Online survey with dial test integration and follow-up online
discussion session
Recruit-to-view with follow-up survey and/or discussion sessions
RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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ENGAGING AND
UNDERSTANDING
YOUR AUDIENCE
A Q&A with John Olson
When I first met John Olson, a focus group facilitator, UX specialist, storytelling
consultant, and editorial specialist here at Research Narrative, he had just stepped
off stage after starring in my friend Dina’s play. I had seen the play once before,
with a different actor in that lead role, and John’s performance breathed new life
into a role I previously didn’t connect with as an audience member. A character
that once lacked depth and dimensionality had become emotionally gut-wrenching
and thought provoking. John had turned the character of a love interest from an
unlikeable chump into a struggling young man trying to figure out what we now
call "adulting" - and even though the character didn't always succeed, John's
empathy for the role allowed us to still root for his character even when he made
mistakes. I now understood why the girl would like the boy.
As I congratulated Dina on the tremendous progress of her play, I also pulled her
aside and asked, “Who was that guy playing the lead? What a difference he made!”
It’s been over 15 years since that evening when I first “discovered” John. He’s still
a standout, with expertise that's expanded from acting to writing, writing to talk
backs, talk backs to moderating, and moderating to UX facilitation and web design.
While his expertise has blossomed over the years, his roots remain in storytelling.
I sat down with John to talk about his background as a storyteller, and how that
informs his insights as a researcher.
-Kerry Edelstein, President and Founder

RESEARCHNARRATIVE.COM
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So when we first met, John, you were starring
in Dina's play. And then you went on to write
your own plays. I remember you sharing your
experiences with running “talk backs,” which
are basically the live theater version of a “test
screening.” What did you learn from those talk
backs about audience feedback?

That sounds easy, but it ta kes a great deal of
humility! It can be really hard – as a writer
and creator – to hear audiences criticize your
work of a rt in a screen test. What advice
would you give creative professionals (writers,
showrunners, filmmakers, etc.) in listening to
and understanding the feedback of audiences?

Th is is the tip of th e iceberg, but th e most
importan t th in g I learn ed is h ow helpful it is to
listen to people an d h ear directly from th em.
Th at soun ds pain fully obvious, especially given
all the audien ce “tells” we h ave in th is in dustry:
laughter, tears, applause, rapt atten tion , th e
occasional collective gasp—th ese are deligh tful
an d th ey can tell you a lot about audien ce
reaction. But th ose tells are also ambiguous, an d
we ten d to rely on th em too much . Was th at
rich or nervous laugh ter you h eard? Earn ed or
obligatory applause? Rapt atten tion or silen t
boredom? It’s n ot always easy to tell, especially
if the audience reaction is mixed.

Th is topic is huge an d could fill a wh ole book.
But h ere are some gems th at come up again an d
again. First, remember th at wh en th e audien ce
gives you feedback on what your project “is
like,” what they almost always mean by th at is
wh at it “ feels like.” That differen ce is
importan t. If a film is too long, th e only
solution is to cut down an d sh orten it. If a film
feels too lon g, maybe you need to shorten it—or
maybe you just n eed to drive the pacin g, or
address th e comedic timin g, or prolon g th e
suspen se, or make th e B-story more relevan t to
the protagon ist’s journey, or…you get the idea.
"Is vs. feels" is a distin ction th at h elps you
differentiate between “takin g audience advice”
an d “integratin g audience feedback.” Aim for
in tegratin g the feedback, n ot takin g the advice
literally.

An d even if you do kn ow, n ow wh at? So, th ey
cried—was that even th e best direction to
develop the story? An d what about question s
like, “How could th is be funn ier? More
suspenseful? More believable?” How are th e
plot, ch aracters, action , an d oth er elemen ts
comin g across? Wh at n eeds work? Wh ere’s th e
opportunity to improve? Wh en you start
diggin g into question s like these, there’s
noth ing like h earin g directly from th e
audien ce.
Th at said, as a devout author, I’ll be th e first to
remind anyone th at th e audien ce aren ’t writers.
Th ey can ’t just feed you developmen t solutions,
nor would any creative wan t th em to. But th at
isn ’t the point of a talk back or a screen test. It’s
not about takin g advice from th e audien ce. It’s
about revealing th eir hon est experien ce with
your work. Learn in g that can h elp you improve
the project, improve as a storyteller, an d sell
more tickets (or gain more viewers) at th e same
time. An d that’s wh at I learn ed from doin g so
man y talk backs. Be eager to listen an d h un gry
to learn .

Second, remember that small edits can often
solve huge problems. A co-auth or and I on ce
argued for 14 hours over h ow to fix a failin g
scene – an d it was ultimately fixed by addin g a
sin gle word to the script. An other time, we h ad
audien ce feedback that an action was
“completely out of character”— h avin g an oth er
ch aracter declare those exact four words as a
new lin e not on ly solved th e problem, it got a
huge laugh . Issues in the th ird act (the
culmination) are often fixed by tweakin g th e
first act (the setup). So, don ’t leap to a n ervous
breakdown wh en you h ear dire feedback from
the test audience. Th e fix migh t be easier th an
you first anticipate.
Th ird, I quote Steven King: “ Kill your darlings.”
If you fin d th at somethin g you love doesn ’t
serve (or n o lon ger serves) th e project, don ’t
prolon g your agon y with a long farewell. If it
needs to go, try swiftly letting it go. You can
add it back in if you regret the cut. But in my
experien ce, if th e audien ce loves th e cut, you
probably won ’t regret it.

Don’t leap to a nervous breakdown
when you hear dire feedback from
the test audience. The fix might be
easier than you first anticipate.
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Likewise, sometimes audiences gush about
content that can still be improved. As a
writer, when might you take that gushing
with a grain of salt, and look a little
deeper into what can still be fine-tuned?
If the audien ce gush in g lacks detail, th at’s
defin itely time to take it with a grain (or
spoon ful) of salt. Gen erally, th e more your
material reson ates with th e audien ce, th e
more capable an d in spired th ey are to
sh are th e details: wh at momen ts stood out
to th em, wh at ch aracters grabbed th em,
wh at th emes or subjects spoke to th em.
Th e same is often true wh en you h ear
n egative feedback, too - th e more precise
th e criticism, often th e better job you’ve
don e as a storyteller. Th e audience is
en gaged, impassion ed, h as clear ideas, an d
is eager to crack th e con versation open .
“W ell don e.” Now, let’s h ear wh at th ey
h ave to sh are an d make it even better.

The
researcher
surfaces
designopportunity,
the creatives
deliver design
solutions.

But don ’t be fooled by “n ice an d vague”
commen tary. If th e polite (or even gush in g)
feedback is n otably broad, bland,
sweepin g, lackin g in detail—that’s
someth in g we n eed to dig in to. Th e ton e
migh t be supportive, but are we h earin g
th e voice of a polite group wh o just h ad a
mediocre experien ce? Or maybe a n egative
experien ce, but th ey’re too con scientious
to say it directly? Or are th ey secon d
guessin g th emselves an d cen sorin g th eir
h on est impression s? Or was th e story so
con fusin g an d underdeveloped, th ey don ’t
even kn ow wh ere to begin ? I’ve seen all
th ese reaction s (an d man y more) result in
th e “n ice an d vague” effect. Th e good n ews
is, wh en you catch this h appen in g, you
kn ow th ere’s opportun ity. It’s your ch an ce
to probe deeper an d iden tify wh at’s
workin g, wh at isn’t, wh at’s missin g, and
wh at n eeds atten tion .
When it comes to audience research –
what is the job of the researcher, and
what is the job of the creatives receiving
that research? How do you distinguish
that line?

Th e research er surfaces design -opportun ity,
th e creatives deliver design -solution s. So, for
example, if we h ear from the audien ce in a
script test th at th ey don ’t like th e en din g of
th e movie an d th ey wan t to see a h appy, sappy
weddin g in stead - it’s actually n eith er of our
two jobs just to say, “Okay, add a weddin g!” My
role as th e research er is to explore th e
commen t an d find out wh y th e audien ce feels
th at way, wh at factors in th e script con tribute
to th at feelin g, an d wh at th e creative team
would n eed to address or n eed to ach ieve
with in th e script to improve it for th e
audien ce.
Th e creatives’ role, after th ey receive th e
research , is to take th at learn in g back to th e
drawin g board, brain storm solution s, settle on
an idea, an d th en make it h appen . In th is case,
th ey migh t go with th e weddin g, th ey migh t go
with a fun eral, th ey migh t en d with th e plan et
explodin g, or th ey migh t just rework th eir
origin al vision for th e endin g. Th ose are all
design decision s left to th e creative team, but
th ey’re n ot made in vacuum an y longer—an y of
th ose decision s would n ow be groun ded in
audien ce experien ce an d in spired by th e same
opportun ities for improvemen t th at surfaced
durin g research .
At some point, I told you in response to your
ta lk backs, “you realize you’re just moderating
focus groups, right?” What skills did you ta ke
from those talk backs, that you now use in
professional moderating?
W ell, talk backs come in all sh apes an d sizes.
I’ve led groups from a h an dful of experts in
studio to h un dreds of audien ce members in th e
th eater. So, it definitely teach es you
tech n iques for adaptin g your moderation style
to fit th e situation at h an d. You learn ways to
quickly earn trust, foster conversation , an d
h elp people feel comfortable sharin g h on estly
in fron t of th e group. You soak up th e art of
framin g question s, wh ich is so importan t- h ow
to ask with out biasin g, wh en to probe vs. h old,
h ow to structure open vs. close en ded
question s, etc.
An d it teach es you, very much via trial by fire,
to master th e balan cin g act that every good
moderator has to perform. You’ve got to stay
presen t with th e group, wh ile stayin g focused
on th e goals of th e even t, wh ile staying
flexible to explore feedback th at emerges
un expectedly, wh ile stayin g on top of th e clock
so you get to everyth in g an d still en d on time.
An d th roughout, you’ve got to stay relaxed an d
make it all look effortless, despite how much
in vestmen t migh t be ridin g on your sh oulders.
Th at balan ce is someth ing you just h ave to
learn by doin g.
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PUTTING THE
"MULTI" BACK IN
MULTICULTURAL
IS YOUR MULTICULTURAL RESEARCH REALLY MONOCULTURAL?
"My dad is from Peru, my mom is from the Dominican
Republic, and I'm from the Bronx."
"My grandparents are from Mexico, but I was raised
in Kansas City. I don't speak any Spanish. Why
should I?"
"I was born in Puerto Rico but raised in the U.S. I go
back every year to make sure my Spanish stays both
fluent and authentic, but my Puerto Rican family still
teases me about sounding American."
The above perspectives come from our past
research with U.S. Hispanic audiences - and they
demonstrate the immense dimensionality within
that ethnic demographic. But oftentimes,
multicultural research leaves out the "multi"
altogether and presumes that a particular
demographic group acts and thinks monolithically.
We know that's not true - that a Baby Boomer
Black woman turns to different media than her Gen
Z counterpart, or that a Cuban immigrant has
different cultural touchpoints than a thirdgeneration American of Mexican descent. Our
multicultural research emphasizes this
dimensionality - the diversity within the diversity
- and makes sure that the range of voices within
any demographic are heard and recognized.
After all, it's our dynamic mosaic of unique
backgrounds and experiences that make us
interesting.
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MULTICULTURAL
AUDIENCE RESEARCH
Understand the needs, priorities, dimensionality, and cultural
touchpoints of different cultural and demographic cohorts

HOW TO KNOW IT'S
TIME FOR A
MULTICULTURAL
STUDY

WHAT IS IT:
A deep dive into historically underrepresented audiences and/or the
breadth of cultural diversity within
an audience, to understand unique
and varying cultural touchpoints that
impact behaviors.

WHY IT'S
IMPORTANT:
As the demographics of the world including the US - evolve and
diversify, it's critical to understand
how racial & ethnic heritage and
culture inform consumers' needs and
choices.
Nationally representative research
inherently favors the majority - and
in the US, that means a white, straight
majority. Multicultural research
places focus on under-represented
audiences to understand their unique
world view and experiences.

Your audience/customer base has
diversified, but your product and
service offering remains "one-size
fits all"
New audiences/consumers are
finding you, and you're not sure
what's driving their engagement
with your brand or content
Audiences and consumers of color
are turning elsewhere and
abandoning your brand
Prospective audiences / consumers
are more diverse than your current
audience / consumer base, and
you're not sure how to be more
inclusive in appeal
Brand communications have failed
to resonate with Black, Hispanic,
Asian, Native American, Mixed
Race, and/or LGBTQ+ audiences.
Or perhaps those communications
even publicly backfired
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MULTICULTURAL
AUDIENCE RESEARCH
OUR ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK:
SELF-IDENTITY
How do audiences describe and view themselves? How does that differ from how your
organization describes and speaks to them? What role does heritage vs. society vs. upbringing
play in that identity?

CULTURAL
TOUCHPOINTS
What unique experiences and cultural pillars
do different audience cohorts have? How does
that impact their relationship to your brand,
product or category?

MULTICULTURAL FUSION
How do audiences perceive cultural blending?
Do they subscribe to a "melting pot"
(assimilation) or "chef salad bowl" (maintain
individuality and celebrate differences)
approach to cultural fusion? What touchpoints
have they personally fused together to
establish their own lifestyle and identity?

PRODUCT RELEVANCE
How do they interact with your
product/service (or content) category? Who
understands them? Who does not? Why?

BRAND PERCEPTIONS
AND RELEVANCE
How do they perceive your brand or content?
What resonates vs. misses the mark? What
opportunities exist to connect more
authentically - and why?

EXAMPLE
METHODS
Qualitative exploration of cultural ideals
and motives, e.g. focus groups with collage
integration, digital diaries with media
sharing
Online survey of cultural touchpoints and
brand/product priorities
Ethnographic exploration (digital
ethnography or in-person tagalongs)

Interested in multicultural
research related to DEI, racial
equity and social justice? Ask us
about our leadership in MIC.
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INTERESTED IN OUR
AUDIENCE SUITE?
CONTACT US.
Kerry Edelstein
President & Founder
kerry@researchnarrative.com
(310) 770-1137
researchnarrative.com

